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CHINA  2010



Sunday October 10
So the journey begins
with the before - Seattle
- and after - Shanghai -
pictures after our dozen
hour plus travels. We
all look pretty good!!



The Gran Melia Shanghai



Shanghai 上海
    Tuesday October 12. Walked to the
Bund to see European-style financial
district buildings built in early 1900s.
Here is a picture of the Liver Building - a
duplicate of the Liver Building in
Liverpool.  We strolled through park on
the way to have Xiao Long Bao,
Shanghainese dumplings, at famous
restaurant. Wandered a shopping area
for street food, caramel fruit and squid on
a stick.
    Took subway and walked around
French Concession area of Shanghai to
the Propaganda and Poster Museum
documenting Communist propaganda
from the 1940s through the Vietnam War.
Museum was located in the basement of
an apartment building and did not allow
photos - Allison snuck one off. Lots of
anti-U.S. posters relating to the atomic
bomb, standing fast with Korean
brothers against the U.S. invasion during
the Korean war; showing solidarity with
American black brothers and sisters and
with American anti-Vietnam war activists.
Small display of Shanghai Lady posters
advertising cigarettes. Separate room with
“large character” posters that included
self-denunciations by bad politicians
after their fall.



More Shanghai including some shots of the Expo 2010



Happy travelers seeing the sights in Shanghai!



It was all about the food!!!



Took Maglev train to Pudong airport to fly to Xian
Wednesday morning October 13. Allison made new friends.



Xi'an  西安
    Wednesday October 13. Flew Shanghai to
Xi'an, stayed Bell Tower Hotel. After settling in to the

hotel, we walked to the Bell Tower and were able to see

a performance of traditional Chinese instruments –

stringed instruments, flute, and bells. All but one of the

musicians were female. After a set of traditional Chinese

songs, they closed the concert with Auld Lang Syne!

From there we walked to the Drum Tower. At the first

level above the street, on a portico surrounding the

building were some giant drums with leather skins

stretched across the hitting surface, some about 10 or

12 feet in diameter. Steve Jamieson took his crack at

beating one of the drums.

    We toured the grounds of the Great Mosque (dating

back to 8th century – the architectural style typical

Chinese temple with curved tiled roof and some Islamic

features) and heard the 6 pm call to prayer.  Soon men

wearing caps hurried past us to an inner room lined

with prayer rugs, to pray. No women were visible, but

the gardens had quite a few hungry cats apparently

looking for handouts.

    For dinner, we checked out the Night Market. To get

there from the mosque, we squeezed with other tourists

through a gauntlet of small shops and vendors.  As we

moved into the food area, there were vendors selling

miniature kites strung together on long strands, and

little, lighted plastic “helicopters” that could be

launched into the air and boomeranged back to the

ground in a slightly threatening manner.

    Allison, an expert “foodie,” got us to try innumerable

Night Market offerings – bing (12-inch pancakes fried

on a grill, with onion and other ingredients); meat

shaved off roasted lamb or pig; dried dates; many kinds

of nuts and dried beans; salted soybeans, fruit such as

apples and persimmon. For dinner we found a Muslim

restaurant where we tried a variety of soups, most you

added torn bits of bread.  We had beer, of course, with

dinner.





Thursday October 14 Allison and Steve stayed in Xi'an for the day and toured

the museum of Steles, which are stone tablets 6-ft tall with carved Chinese

characters on the surface, and sitting on the backs of stone turtle sculptures.



Jennifer and John spent the day visiting the Terracotta Warriors



That evening John, Jennifer, Steve and Allison met back up and walked along the Xi'an city wall.



We had a great dinner at a restaurant a stone's throw from the city wall. We

ordered fish which they brought out to show us before they prepared it.

Allison bought buns for us to eat the next day while we were at Huashan.





Huashan  華山
    Thursday October 14th David and Sally set off

on an early fast-speed train for Hua Shan, a

mountain that is holy to Buddhists. We took the

cable car that takes you out about half-way up

to the ridges and peaks of Hua Shan. We had a

change of clothes in daypacks and cold-weather

gear, but as we started hiking up, it was sunny

and in the 60s. Reached our destination East

Peak around 5 pm and were able to rent a

hostel room for the night. Bathroom was

outhouses and we had to go to the main

building to get water for washing hands and

faces, but there was a restaurant with six

tables and our dinner – stir fried egg plant with

peppers and tomatoes, boiled rice on the side –

was delicious.

    The start of the hike was thronged with local

tourists and a few foreigners like us. The way

up was a steep, narrow staircase carved into

the stone of the mountain, with chain link hand

rails to grab onto. As we got higher and higher

the numbers of tourists dropped off. At one

point when we rested at a viewpoint, David

overheard a few young hikers speaking in

Cantonese and looking over at us: “Hey, those

old folks are pretty tough.”

    Local tradition on Hua Shan is to buy a brass

padlock and have your name (characters)

engraved on it, and leave it locked to the

chain-link hand rails as far up as you are able to

hike. All along the hike, there are brass locks

with red cloth ribbons waving in the breeze. To

supply the hostels at the top, workers carry

loads suspended from both shoulders using a

wooden yoke, packed with water bottles, food,

toilet paper, everything needed.

We reached East Peak late in the day. The sun

was setting, and temperatures dropping. Must

have been in the 40s when we went to bed

around 8 pm.



Huashan  華山
    Friday October 15 By the time we woke at 5 am to

join the sunrise-viewers, it was in the 30s – very cold,

and we were glad of our parkas and gloves. The sunrise

was un-spectacular – a gradual rosy glow appearing in

the darkness to the east, followed by slightly rosy tint to

the gray haze all around. But watching our

fellow-travellers was fun. There were many young

people including a group of 20-somethings in full

business suits, jackets and nice pants, one with patent

leather shoes. Some were wearing just thin jackets over

shirts, but others had borrowed the long green padded

Red Army coats available at the hostels.

David and Sally set out to hike the circuit of peaks

surrounding Hua Shan’s central ridge. First South Peak,

with its side trail “Cliff Walk” then West Peak, then

back down the long central spine of Hua Shan to the

cable car. Along the way there are tea houses and

shrines with incense and images of Buddha.

    David and I agreed we would “just take a look” at the

Cliff Walk, which had been touted in Internet blogs as

highly dangerous. We got to the viewpoint overlooking

the Cliff Walk, which is a series of 3 - 2 x 4s anchored

to the side of a sheer cliff. A chain link rope at shoulder

height follows the whole walk, and the walkers have a

harness with two safety belts that they use to clip onto

the chain link. We could see that it was sturdy and safe,

but terrifying to look down 1000s of feet to the river

floor below. At first I told David, “No, you can’t go.”

Then I changed my mind and said – “It’s up to you.” So

of course he went. I made him take the camera because

I thought I would be too terrified to even take photos of

him. So he was able to hand the camera to people in

front or behind him to get photos of himself on this

walkway. I started talking with a young Chinese

woman who now lives in Britain. Her British boyfriend,

Jamie, was just behind David. We nervous women

exchanged stories about how we ended up where we

were, and bonded while watching with trepidation our

two guys hitching themselves along the walk. She took

some photos of both guys, and Jamie and David also

took photos of each other.



Allison, Steve, John and Jennifer spent Friday on Huashan after taking the high speed train from Xi'an





We all met back up at the high speed train station in Huashan and took the train to Luoyang. We

checked into Christian's Hotel and one of the staff walked us over to a local restaurant where we

feasted for less than $20 and drank lots of beer after our wonderful day on the mountain.



Luoyang  洛陽
Saturday October 16th

We went to Longmen
Caves/grottoes alongside a
large river. It is a local
attraction so quite busy with
local families out for the day.
It was very spread out, so
we walked our feet off. Most
of the grottoes were
relatively small, from one
foot to six feet of hollowed
out rock with a Buddha
carved or placed in the
center. The most spectacular
Buddhas were in a huge
grotto, a couple hundred
feet across and the carved
figures were 18 meters high.
The “angry guard” figures
were particularly well
preserved, and we asked a
young tourist to take a
photo of the six of us at the
base. She did, with much
amused commentary by her
fellow teenagers. As soon as
we had approved the photo,
the woman asked if we
would take her photo with
her friends – with Jennifer as
part of the group.





After the Longmen Grottos we explored the street market in Luoyang and had dinner before catching the overnight train to
Pingyao.We had reserved one soft sleeper (two bunk beds on either side of the compartment) and one hard sleeper for the guys (three
bunks on each side – no privacy and lots of smoking going on). The train was smoky and even in the soft sleeper the linens and a little
table for food didn’t seem very clean. Jennifer was totally grossed out. We were able to consolidate into two soft sleeper compartments,
so David and I slept in one with two local women and rest of our group were able to be together in one compartment. It was pretty cold
at night and you had to use the comforter provided to stay warm. The next morning Jennifer and Allison had a good breakfast of fruit
and bao for all of us.



Pingyao  平遥
Sunday October 17th. We arrived early

in the morning in Pingyao. Outside the train
station we hired two open-air pedicabs
(motorcycle-driven) to get us to our hotel. It
was crisp and cold out and the wind really
chilled us. We arrived at the Yi De Hotel, a
traditional Chinese inn dating back 100
years was inside the walled city. The owner
was a local woman with two sons, one about
5 years old who we observed helping
around the inn (he sprayed water in the
restaurant to keep the dust down). Her
second son was away, studying in a
boarding school in Tai Yuan.

The inn had its own restaurant and we
took a break for tea. Dark wood interiors,
attractive furnishings. Our rooms featured a
king size bed that spanned the width of the
room – you could sleep four without
touching each other. Right in the center was
a black lacquer table – for smoking opium in
the old days, so they said. The bathrooms
were western and had a heated towel rack,
so we did some laundry. Nothing like getting
your clothes dried in a few hours!

We hired a guide for the day. Jonathan
Chung, who walked us through the older
parts of the city, including a tour of a
trading house owned by a Chinese family in
the 1600s. The family business was dyeing
cloth, and they became very wealthy. To be
able to provide funds when his family
traveled to Beijing, the businessman started
a banking enterprise.



Lunch break in Pingyao during our tour with Jonathan - we ate Pingyao noodles and Pingyao beef.







Sunday night we wandered through the Night Market, found a place for dinner (the

restaurant advertised dog meat but we did not eat it!), shopped, enjoyed a Chinese CD being

played which Steve and Allison bought the next day. We ate some of the prettiest food that

night.



Pingyao 平遥
    Monday October 18th We toured
Wang Family Courtyard, a villa
surrounded by a wall, with numerous
inner courtyards and rooms. One room
had posters or bills of trade on the walls.
They had both Arabic writing and
Chinese characters on them. There was
also a large map of China on one wall,
showing the river routes and roads in the
local area used for trade.
    We were able to climb a staircase to
the top of the outer wall and walk the
perimeter of the compound. From the
wall we could view village dwellings
built into the adjacent cliff, using
caverns as rooms for animals or storage,
some with chimneys venting out above
the ground over the caverns. One family
was threshing grain and we could also
see an occasional goat, corn cobs drying
on roofs, piles of coal for winter heat.
    That afternoon we toured a Yuan
dynasty village (Zhangbi) which had a
series of underground tunnels dug out
for defensive purposes. Our tour guide
was a young woman with hazel eyes and
a round face, a little different from
typical Han Chinese. She grew up in the
local area and had an opportunity to
learn English.
    Back in Pingyao in late afternoon, we
walked a long section of the wall as it
was getting dark. Much of the inner city
was gritty and dirty. Stayed in Pingyao a
second night.





Hillside homes outside the Wang Family Compound



Zhangbi Village



Our last night in

Pingyao after a long

day of sight seeing. We

ended our day with a

walk along the village

wall and another

yummy dinner that

included "cat's ear"

noodles.



Tuesday October 19th We left Pingyao
after saying goodbye to the Yi De Hotel
owner. She arranged for a private van to
take us onto Datong with stops along the
way to visit the world's largest wooden
pagoda and the Hanging Monastery.

Pingyao city wall



World's oldest and tallest wooden pagoda built in 1056 AD



On our way to
Datong we saw many
sights. These 3
stroke engine trucks
that seemed to defy
gravity overloaded
with corn husks; a
wedding limo; the
village where the
wooden pagoda
stood and the
beautiful landscapes
that lead to the
Hanging Monastery.



The Hanging

Monastery is

dedicated to three

religions – Buddhism,

Daoism, and

Confucianism.





Datong 大同
We reached the
outskirts of Datong, a
fairly large city, after
the sun had set, in a
darkening polluted
haze. Somehow we
found the Howard
Johnson Hotel, a glitzy
high rise, and after
settling in, walked just
a block down the street
where we found a very
elegant hot pot
restaurant. Table
beautifully laid out,
lovely service, good
food and beer.  The
sauces were special – a
sesame sauce and
peppery sauces. Pork,
lamb and beef thinly
sliced; tofu noodles and
tofu squares; leafy
vegetables,
mushrooms, fish balls.





Datong  大同
Wednesday October 20th We took a local bus to the remains of Great Wall in a village about an hour away (16 km), called De Shang Bao.
This village is just a few km from the border with Inner Mongolia. The bus was small, held about 20 people, junky and bouncy since we

were all in the back. The first part of the drive through Datong took us through “truck repair” city – everywhere was a truck shop, trucks

with their cabs cocked at an angle, or engines exposed. As we headed out of the city there was more open space but also scattered industrial

centers and scattered villages. Inside the bus a small boy about two years old entertained us by playing peekaboo with Jennifer, smiling,

offering his gummy bear and lollipop.

    The bus dropped us on the side of the road. We could see the village of De Shang Bao at the end of a side road. We asked a worker guy who

happened to be right there at the village entrance, to take our picture. He was thrilled, because he thought we wanted him in the picture with

us. So of course we took that picture too.

    We walked the ¼ mile to the village on a smooth concrete road lined with trees. A few cows lazed in the fields on the side.  At the village,

there was a display map of remnants of the Great Wall, but it was not clear what we were looking at. Several mud packed walls (towers)

were right in front of us. We called a phone number advertised on the display board, and Allison had arranged for a tour guide (Mandarin

speaking) to join us in 10 minutes. She arrived as promised, decked out in black leather boots and black stocking, nice short black dress,

scarf. Her hair was black and fashionably cut, and she was dark-skinned with high cheekbones – of Mongolian descent, as she told us later,

and she also sang us a Mongolian song at the end of the afternoon. She is 44. Her name was Ge Su Fung.



    Ge Su Fung explained that the old run-down village was occupied by the old people and that a few young people had built new

homes outside this village but most had gone to the city to find work. Her own son, 22, was getting training as a car/truck

mechanic.

    The visible sections of mud wall in front of us were just the village wall. We had to walk out through several fields to find the

Great Wall remnants. We walked past a large pen full of sheep, past two donkeys, past a farmer pulling out his remnant crop.

Fields were being plowed after corn and root vegetable harvests. Not clear if the Great Wall remnants she took us to were really

that – who would know? We thought more likely the Great Wall would be the sections of wall we could see along the tops of

ridges in the distance.

    At the end of the tour, she called a friend who could give us a ride back to Datong. He was visiting his parents in this village and

needed to get back to Datong where he works.



With our

guide near the

back gate of

the village

A view from

the back gate

of the village

wall

Villagers

were curious

about us and

wanted to

have this

baby's

picture with

Sally

The front gate

of the village

wall

Making

animal food

from

vegetable

scraps



Village Scenes

Our beautiful guide
Ge Su Fung

Still using donkey carts

A wealthy family home

Looking out toward the Great Wall

Our driver to Datong



Outside the village were greenhouses, farming plots and livestock



Standing on an ancient part of the Great Wall



The sights of Datong -  the
Howard Johnson Hotel; the

rebuilt portion of the city wall at
dusk; the modern part of the city.



Our most expensive dinner in China was in Datong at an "All You Can Eat Buffet" with entertainment



Datong  大同
    Thursday October 21st.
Howard Johnson Hotel had
good breakfasts –
everything from oatmeal to
fruit to Chinese steamed
vegetables and porridge.
    Visited Yungang caves in
the morning - took taxis.
Started in 460 AD, the caves
contain the oldest collection
of Buddhist carvings in
China. Designs are drawn
from Indian, Persian and
even Greek influence. We
wished we had allowed more
time to drink in the wealth
of images we saw.
     After collecting our
luggage from our hotel we
took a six hour train ride to
Beijing, in a fairly crowded
car where we were able to
sit together on two benches
of seats facing each other.
Sally was starting to come
down with a cold and was
pretty miserable, but the
rest of the group taught
each other the card game
Hearts.







As we left the hotel
we passed a car
decorated for a
wedding

In front of the train
station was a
beautiful flower
sculpture

Here we are getting
settled in for our 6
hour train ride -
shoulder to
shoulder, knee to
knee!



Beijing  北京
    Friday October 22nd

Sally took the day off
and stayed in bed with
books, a newspaper and
lots of tea.  The group
toured the Olympic
facilities – the Bird’s
Nest where they rented
Segways and rode them
around the arena. The
day was gray with
smog, but we saw
Mickey and Minnie
Mouse!





That night we were able to coax Sally out of bed and we hit the Doughuamen Night Market in the Wangfujing
Dajie shopping district. We ate alot of food on sticks - but not the bugs or frogs!



Beijing  北京
Saturday October  23rd We toured the Military Museum which had all sorts of weaponry

and historical accounts of the various wars China has engaged in during modern times.

We then shopped at the Pearl Market which had much more than pearls. The ladies

checked out the pearls while the guys kept themselves busy on the electronics floor.

Sally and David walked across the way and explored the Temple of Heaven Park.



Saturday night we had
Peking Duck at a very well
known place Quan Ju De -
it even has its own
Wikipedia entry. They
brought the duck out
whole and then proceeded
to cut it there. We received
a certificate for our
specific duck. It was quite
the treat.



Sunday October 24th Time to say goodbye. Our last meal together and a few sights from around Beijing.



Jennifer and John spent the rest of the rainy Sunday at Tiananmen Square and the Imperial Palace





The Great Wall  長城  Monday October 25  We had a glorious day with blue skies!




